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MEAN

A l\ıfEASUR.E OF CE{TR.AL TENDEN{,Y THE ARITHl\ffiTIC MEAN

Most of the time when we refer to the "average"
of somedıins;
,ve are talkına'-4 about the
,...
-·
arithmetic mean. This is true in cases such as the average winter temperature o!New York

City, ıhe average life of a flashlight battery, and the average corn yi

TABIE 1: Downtime of generators at lake Ico Statton.

G'ENERATOR

1 2 J 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

DAYS OUf OF Service 7 23 4 8 2 12 6 13 9 4

Table 1 repeats the data from ow· chapter opening example. Data in the table represent
the number of days the generators are out of service owing to regular uıaintenaııce or some mal

function. To find the arithınetic mean. we sum the values and divide by tlıe m.ımber of
observations:

»:

In this one-year period, the generators were out of service for an average o.f8.8 days.
\Vith this figure, the power plant manager has a reasonable single measure of the behaviour of
all her eeneı·atoı·s.
,_.

Conventional Symbols:

"Characteristics

of a sample are called statistics." To write equations for these

measures of.frequency distributions, we need to learn the nıatlıenıatical notations used by
statisticians. A sample of a pdpulation consists of'n observatioııs (o lower - case Il} ,vii:lı a

mean of i (read x- bar).
"Characteristics ofa population are called parameters"

Tlıe notation is different when \Ye are computing measures or tlıe entire population;
That is. for the group containing every element we are describing. The mean of a population is
symbclised byµ,, which is the Greek letter mu. The number of elements in a population is
denoted by the capital italic letter N. Generally is statistics. we use Roman letters to
symbolise sample infonuation and Greek Letters to symbolic population information.

Calculating lite Mean From Ungrnuped Data

Li the example, the average of8.8 days would beµ_ ( the population mean) if the
population. of generators is exactly ten. It would be i ( the sample mean). Ifthe ten generators
are a sample drawn from a larger population of generators. To write the formulas for these two
means, we combine ow· mathematical symbols and the steps we used to determine the
ariıhınetic mean Ifwe add the values of the observations and divide this sum by the number of
observations. we will get:

: Population mean

µ

L x : Sum of values of all observer variations
N

AND :

: Number of elements in the population.

x

:

::Zx :

Sample mean
Sum of values of all observations

n : Number of elements in the sample

-

X

·,
=..:..."
"'

me

since µ. is
population arithmetic mean, we use N to indicate that we divide by the number of
observations or elements in the population. Similarly, i is the sample arithmetic mean, and n is
the number of observations in the sample. The Greek letter sigma,~ , indicates that all the
valves of x are summed together.

Notice that to calculate this mean. we added every observation separately, in no special
order. Statisticians call t.his wıgrouped data. The computation were not diffieult, because our
sample size was small. But suppose we are dealing with the weight of 5.000 head of cattle and
prefer not to add each of our data points separately. Or suppose we have access to only the
frequency distribution of the data.. not to every individual observation. Jn these cases, we will
need a different way to calculate the arithmetic mean.

/'

I

Calculating the Mean From Grouped Data
/

A frequency distribution consists of data that are grouped by classes. Each value ofan
observation falls some where in one of the classes. Unlike the SAT example. we do not kııow
the separate values of every observation. Suppose we have a frequency distribution (illustrated
in Table 3) of average monthly checking- account balances of600 customers at a branch band.

From the infomıation in this table. we can easily compute an estimate of the value oflbe mean
of this grouped data. It is an estimate because we do not use all 600 data points in the sample.
Had we used tlıe original, uagrouped data. we could have calculated the actual valve of the

mean - but only after we had averaged the 600 separate valves. For ease of ealeulation, we
must give up accuracv.

TABLE 3: Average monıhlv balances of600 customers

FREOUENC\.•

CI.AS5(D01LARS)

0-49.99

78

50.00-99.99

123

100.00-149.99

187

150.00-199.99

82

::!00.00-249.99

51

:!50.00-299.99

47

300.00-349.99

13

350.00-399.99
400.00--449.99
450.00-499.99

./

I·---

9
6

4
-----------600

To find the arithmetic mean of grouped data. we first calculate dıe mid poitıt of each
class. To make the class marks come out in whole cents. we round up. Thus. for example. the
lass mark for the first class mark for the first class becomes 2.5.00. raıher than 24. 995. Then
we multiply each class mark by the frequency of observations in that class, sum all these
results, and divide the sum by the total number of observations in the sample. The formula
looks li.k:e this:

X-

= .:...". ı.,..,x,.I
"

x is the sample mean

*

*

2 is the symbol meaning "the smn of'
f is ıhe .frequency(Nwnbeı- of the observations) in each class

ıj:

x: represents the class mark for each class in the sample.
u is the nuwber of observatious iıı the sample

Coding

/

I

\Vlıeu we have to do the ariduuetic by lıİd, we can fiather simpl.i(y our calculation of
the mean Ji-om grouped data Using a technique called coding, we eliminate the problem of

large or incon venient class marks. Instead of'using the actual class marks to perform our
calculations, we can assign small - value consecutive integers (whole numbers) called codes to
each of the class nıarks, The iutegeı

UN

can be assigned aııy where, but to keep the integers

small, we will assigıı zero to the class uıark in the middle ( or the one nearest to the middle) of
the frequency dish ibutiou Then we can assign negative integers to values smaller that that
class mark and positive integers to those larger, as follows:

6 10

i-5
codefp) 4·

-3

U-1' 16-20 21-!5 :.!ij~30 31.35 36-40 41-45
-2

o

-1

1

,,

..,

3

4

r
X

Sjnıbo1ica11y. statisticians use. Xı to represent the class mark that is assigned the code
O, and u for the coded class marks. The following formula is used to determine the sample
mean sing codes:

"

where:

*

i =ıneaıı of sample
.
/
x = value of the class mark assıgııed the code O
O

*
*

W= numerical width ot'the class interval

*

f= frequency or number ofobservations in each class

IF

code assigned to each class

ıı= total number ofobservations in the sample

A SECOND MEASURE OF C."ENIRAL TENDENCY-

'

The Weighed Mean

The weighted mean enables us to calculate an average that takes into account the
impoıtance of each value to the overall total. Consider, for example, the company in Table 10,
which uses three grades of labour - unskilled, semiskilled, and skilled - to produce two end
products. The company wants to know the average cost of labour for hour for each of the
products:.

T~ı\BlE 1 O ; labour in put in manu factııring process

Labour hours per unit of output

Grade ofLabour

Hourly wage (x)

unskilled

4.00 dollars

1

4

semi-skilled

6.00dollars

2

3

.ı;;
_,

3

skilled

8.00

A sample arithmetic average of the labour ,vage rates would be :

_
2,x
x=-n

_ 4+6+s
3

product2

product 1

= !!3 = 6.00dollarslhou.r

Using this average rate, we would compute_ the Labour cost of one unit of product i to be

6.(1+2+5)=48 dollars, and of one unit of product 2 to be 6.(4+3+3)=60 doU. But these
answers are incorrect

I

T Q be correct, the answers must take in to account the fact that different amounts of each
'-

grade of labour are used. We can determine the correct answers in the following manner. For
product 1, the total labour cost per unit is
(4x1)+(6x2)+(8x5)= 56 dollars and
since there a.re eight hours of labour input, the average Labour cost per hour is 56/8=7.00
per hour. For product 2, the total labour cost per unit is (4x4)+(6x3)+(8x3)=58.
For an average labour cost per hour of 58i10

or 5.80 per hour.

Another way to calculate the correct average cost per hour for the two products is to
take a weighted average of the cost of the three grades of labour. To do this, we weight the
hourly was for each grade by its proportion of the total labour required to produce the product.
One unit of product 1, for example, requires eight hours oflabour. Unskilled Labour uses 1/8 of
this time, semiskilled Labour uses 2/8 of this time, ,"skilled

laboır requires 518 of this

time.If we use these fractions as our weights, then one hour of labour for product 1 costs on
average of:

(1/8x4)+(2/8x6)+(5/8x8)

= 7.00 dollars/hour

Similarly, ~ unit of product 2 requires ten labour hours, of which 4/10 is used for unskilled
labour, 3/10 for semiskilled labour, and 3/10 for skilled labour. Using these fractions as
weights, one bout· oflabour for product 2 costs:

(4/10x4)+3/10x6)+(3/10x8)=5.80

doUars/bour

Thns, we see that the weigh ted averages give the correct values for the average hourly labour
costs of the two products because they take in to account the fact that different ~ounts

of each

grade of labour are used in the products. Symbolically, the formula for calculating the weighted
average ıs:

*

x,., = the symbol for the weighted mean
w = weight assigned to each observation (1/8,2/8 and 518 for prod.I in our examp)

::E (wXr) = sum of the weight of each element times that element

*

2'. w = sum of all the weights

A TIIlRD MEASURE OF CENTRAL TENDENCY:
The Geometric Mean:

Some times when we are dealing with quantities that change over a peı·iod ortıme, we
need to know

fili

average fine of change, such as an avei'age growıh rate ever a period of

several years. In such cases, the simple arithmetic mean

TABIE; 11 Growth oflOO dollars deposit in a saving account

Interest rate
l 7~{

Growth factor

5 18

Savings at end of year
1,07

107

1.08

11.5 . .56

1.1

125 .12

1.12

142.37

1.18

168

Is inappropriate, because it gives the wrong answers. What we need to find is the
gecımetric mean, called simply the G.!\.i

Consider, for example, the growdı of a savings account Suppose we deposit 100 dollar
initially and let it accrue interest at varying rates for five years. The entry labelled " gro,v the
factor" is equal to :

1+Interest rate/l 00

The gfüw1h factor is the amoımt by which we multiply the savings at the beg in ning of the year
to get the savings at the end of the year. The simple arithmetic mean grovvtb factor would be
(1.07+1.08+1. lo+l.12+1.18V5

=

1.11 which core spends to an average interest rate of 11
r

percent per year. If the bank gives interest at a constpnt rate of 11 percent per year, however, a
100 dollar deposit would grow in five years to:

100xl.llx1.llx1.11xL1lxl.11=

168.5

Table 11 shows that the actual figut'e is only 168.00. dollar Thus, the correct average growth
factor must be slightly less than l .11.

To find the eoneet average grnVv1:h factor, we can nıultiply together· the five years
growth factors and then take the fifth root of the product - the number that, when multiplied by it

__ lf four times. is equal to the product we started with. The result is the geometric wean gt owtb
e. which his the appropı iate aver age to use here. The formula for iludiııg the geometric mean
a ser ies of.l.Wlllben; is

1

GM= . , J Product of all the x values
tr Nunıber of x values

ff W;;: ~pply this equation to our savings - account problem, we can determine that 1. l 09J is the
correct average growth factor.

G. M = •

J Product of all the x values

=5

Jill79965

= 1.1. 093 average growth factor

A FOURTH l\ı.lEASlı'RE OF CENTRAL TENDENCY' : TilE MEDIAN.

The median is a measure of ceuıral ten deney different fionı any of the means we have
discussed so for. The median is a single value from tlıe data set that measure the central item. in
the data This single item is the middle most or most central item in tlıe set of ııwnbe.rs. Half of
tiıe items lie above this point, and the other half lie below it

~kulatiııg the MEDIAN Jlow Uugreuped Data

Tl' Ilııd llıe uıediau

bf a data sel first array the dala iıı as cendiııg ot descending order,

data set contains an odd ııuw.b

of iıeuıs, dıe middle item of the army is tlıe median. Ifthere is an even ııwııber of items, the
uıediaıı is the average oftlıe two middle items. Iıı formal Language. the median is:

lledian=tlıe (u+l'l/2 tlı iteuı in a data arrav

11:

Number- of items iıı the atray

Suppı)t:e we wish to find llıe median of seven items in a data array. The uıedian is the
(7+1)/2.=..t. th item in the array. If'we apply this to our previous example o.ftlıe times for seven
ıueıııbers of a track team, we discover tlıa! llıe fow:th element in the array is 4.8 uıiuutes. This
is llıe uıedian time Ior the track team. Notice ılıat wılike the arithmetic wean we calculated
earlier, the uıediaıı we calculated in Table 12 was not distorted by the presence ofüıe last
value (9.0). This value could have been 13. O ot even 45. O ıniııııtes, and lhe median would

Table 12. Tiıues for track - team members.

Ih:clli in Data rutay

Tııııe iıı ıuiııııtes

1

3

.ı.ı

..ı_g

t
nıediaa

5

6

7

5.0

s.ı

9.0

Now let's calculate the median for au atray with au even uıaııber of iteıus, Consider the
:'lh)WU iu Table

1J coııccu~ the ııı.ınılJeı· of patients lı'eal:ed daily İll ıhe ellletgeucy rooıu

- ··.v.;;pital. The data at~ arrayed in des cendiug order. The nıediaıı ofthis data set would be.

usediaıı

= the (11+1)/:!

ili iteuı in a data auay

=(8+1)/2

= ..J.5 ili iteıu

Since !be median is ılıe ,l5llı elenıent in the array, we need to aver age the fowdı and .fı.!.1.b
elements. Tue fourth eleıneııt in Table 13 is 43. aııd the .fifilı is 35. The aver age of'lhese two
t!lt!w.ımfs .i.:: equal tu (.H+ 35)/2 ı.>t

39.

There foı~. 39 is lhe median uuuıbet of'patieuts treated in !lıe emergency rooın pet day durıng
the S-Jay period,

I.A RlE 13. Patients treated in ensergenev
- . Now on 8 consecutive days.
"

Ilclli İli

data arsav.

1

-.,

3

..f.

5

6

7

8

52

43

35

31

30

11

r
uıediaıı of 39

::ıi.in.g.1:he Median

Ft°ülll

Gtoupt!d Dat:ı

Often, we have access to data only after it has been grouped in a :tlequençy
· stribution, '\Ve do not, for example, know every observation that led to the construction of
Table 14, the data on 600 bank customers originally introduced earlier. Instead, we have ten
13;,-s intervals and a record of the frequency with which the observation appear in each ofthe
-als.

TABLE i4 Average monthly balances for 600 customers.

I
•.J:ıss in Doliars

Frequency

0-49.99

7

50.00-99.99

123

100.00-149.99

187 -E-median class

150.00-199.99

S2

200.00-249. 99

51

250.00-299.99

47

300.00-349.99

13

350.00-399.99

9

400.00..449.99

6

450.00-499.99

4

---·------

600

Nevertheless, we can compute the median checkingaccouııt balance of these 600
omen; by determining which of the ten class intervals contains the median. To do this, we
st add the frequencies in the frequency column in Table 14 until we reach the (n+l)/2 th
Since there are 600 accounts, the value for (n+1)i2

is 300.5 (the average of the 300th

301st items). The problem is to find the class intervals containing the 300th and 301st
ements. The cumulative frequency for the first two classes is only 78+123= 201. But when
move to the third class interval, 187 elements are added to 201 tor a total of 388.
Tberefore, the 300th and 301st observations must be located in this third class (the interval
·' om 100.00 dollar to 149.99 dollar)

The median class for this data set contains 187 items. I:fwe assume that these 187 items
egin at 100.00 doUar and are evenly spaced over the entire class interval from 100.00 dollar
ro 149.99 dollar, then we can interpolate and find values for the 300th and 301st items. First,
we determine that the 300th item is the 99th element in the median class:

301-2.01 (items in the first rnro classes)= 99 and that the 301st item is the 100th element
in the median class:

301-201= 100
Then we can calculate the width oftbe 187 equal steps from 100.00 dollar to 149.99
dollar, as follows:

l'im; it~m of nut claıi;-l'u.t ituıı ofnı9d.imı çw;;

1S7
1~.00-100.00= 267
187
.

in width

Now, ifthere are 187 steps of 267 dollar each and if98 steps will take us to the 99th
'then the 99th item is:

the iOOth item is on assitional step:

_6.17+.267=126.44 dollars

Iberefore, we can use 126.17 dollsr and 126.44 dollar as the values ofthe 300th and 301st
,., respectively.
The actual median for this data set is the value of the JOO.5th item;
That is, the average of the 300th and 301st items.
This average is:

(126.17 + 126.44)12
This figure (126.30 dollar) is the median monthly checking accowıt balance, as
estimated from the grouped data in table 14.

A FIN.AT. :ME..ASUFF. OF CENTRAL TENDE.N"CY; 11IE MODE
The mode is a measure of central tendency that is different from the mean but some
,dıat like the median because it is not actually calculated by the ordinary processes of
arithmetic. The mode is that value that is repeated most often in the data set

As in every other aspect of life, chance can play a role in the arrangement of data
Sometimes chance causes a single unrepresentative item to be repeated often enough to be the
G'St

frequent value in the data set. For this reason, we rarely use the mode of ungrouped data

as a measure of central ten tendency. Table 15, for example, shows the number of delivery

day made by a Redi-mix concrete plaııt The modal value is 15 because it occurs more
than aııy other value (three times). A mode of 1.5 implies that the plant activity is higher
,·. 7. The mode tells ~ that 15 is the most :lı-equent nwnber of trips, but it fails to let us
that most of the values are under 10.
15: delivery tripped per day in on 20- day period

li"Ulln

TIUPS ARRA YED IN ASC'ENDJNG ORDER

o
o

2

5

7

15

2

5

7

15

1

4

6

8

15

1

4

6

12

19

Now let's group this day into a frequency dis.,bution, as we have done in table 16. If
we select the class with the most observations, which we can call the modal class, we would
ose "4 - ·7" ·tr"ıps.

This class is more representative of the activity ofthe plant than is the mode of15 trips
er dav,

TABLE 16: Frequency distribution ef deliverv trips

~S

INNUMBER OF TRIPS
Frequency

0-3

4-7

8-11

6

8

1

l
module class

12AND MORE

5

~eason,when ever we use the mode as a measure of the central
of a data set, we shcıuld calculate the mcıde from grouped

.ode in Synınıetrical and Skewde· Distributions·.
'

r-ı\ e o,.;ı

M~

°""

f/w, ck..

Figure t
Symmetrical distribution, showing-.
that the mean, median, ahd
mcıde coincide.

Figure 2
Distribution is skewed to the right

Figure3
Distribution is skewed to the
Ml

~
\

1
I

is

reason, wheıı ever we use the mode as a measure ofthe central tendency ofa data set,
d calculate the mode from grouped data

figure Lwhere ıhe distribution is symmetrical and there is only one mode, the three
measuıes of central tendency - the mode, median, and mean - coincide with the highest point
graph. Iu figw·e 2, the data set is skewed to the right. Here, the mode is still at the highest
· oıı the graph, but the median lies to the right of this point and the mean falls to the right of
median. \Vhen ıhe distribution is skewed to tlıe left, as in Figure 1 L the mode is at the
/'"'

st point on the graph, the median lies to the left ojıthe mode, and tbe mean falls to tlıe left
--the uıedian .

/

No matter what the shape of'liıe cwve;the mode is always located at the highest po.int.
':ı.kutatiug the Mode from Grouped Datl•/

·whe11 our data ate already grouped in a fieqııency distribution, we must assume that I.he
ede is located in the class witiı dıe most items; dıat is, widı the highest frequency. But how
J1l

we detenniııe a sinsle
value for !he mode from this modal class? Two methods are
:.,..,

ailable to vs. The first enables us to estimate tlıe mode Jlonı a graph. The second method
- - .:: ou equation.

To demonstrate these two ways of fıiıdiııg the mode itı grnuped data Let's us the data in
~ ble 14. Fit st, we can construct a histogram ofdıe data as shown iıı Figure 12. Then, since the
uıodal class is the tallest rectangle, we can locate the mode in it by;
1) Drawing a line from tlıe top right corner of the tallest rectangle to the top right comer
ıfthe t ectaııgle to its iınmediate left.

2) Drawing a :::;ecoud line .from the top left comer of the tallest rectangle to the toµ left
corner of'tlıe rectangle to its iuımediate tight

awiua a line perpendicular to dıe horizontal axis tlırnugh the point where tlıe lines

:: 1 aııd l

Ct OS::..

eıı we work statistical problems, we wust decide whedıer to use the uıeaıı, ıhe
.ıııı •m t.ll the mode as the measure of central tendency. Synunetrical distributions lhat contain

de always have the some value for the mean, tlıe nıediaıı, and the mode, as
iu Fig. 9. In these cases. we need not choose lhe w7aswe of ceuıral tendency,
/

Iwc:wse the choice has been wade for us.

//
I

Tıı

a positively skewed distribution (one skewed to the right, such as the one Fig 10), the

are concentrated at the left end of the horizontal axis. Here, the mode is at the highest
of the distribution; the median is to the ı·ight of that; and the mean is to the ri.gbt of both
mode and the median In a negatively skewed distribution, such as in Figure 11, the values
----.-·-

concern trated at the right end of the horizontal axis.

The mode is at the highest point ,'•

/

distribution, and the median is to 1lıe left,_of that.

mean is to the left of both the mo
When the population iskewed negatively or positively, the median is often the best
sure of'location, because it is always between the mean and the mode . The median is not
highly influenced by the frequency of occurrence of a single value as the mode is, not· is it
ed by ememe values as the mean is.
Other wise, there are no universal guidelines for applying the mean, median, or mode
as the measure of central tendency tor different populations. Each case must be judged
independently, according to the guidelines we have discussed.

